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Find out how students feel about the newly enforced restrictions for tailgating at Homecoming.
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Entertainment

AAR Rocks Boylan

The Student Activities Board hosted the Verizon Wireless Campus Tour in Boylan Gym last Wednesday, featuring the music from rock band headliners All-American Rejects.

Monmouth University is one of 15 schools selected to present this tour, including larger campus colleges such as Syracuse University, Villanova University, and the University of Connecticut.

The Student Activities Board (SAB) chose the event to fulfill the long-time request of a “big name” band made by the student body.

“Ever since I started on SAB three years ago, that has been the biggest request of something students want to see here,” said Christine Schumann, president of SAB. “Verizon happened to be sponsoring a tour, and when we heard it was The All-American Rejects, we felt that would be a good way to finally give the students what they have been asking for. Verizon came to look at our campus, they liked what they found, and they added our school to the list.”

Basically, SAB was in the right place at the right time, and Verizon chose us, she added. According to Schumann, 1,000 tickets were sold for the event, only 400 short of a sell-out crowd. Although pre-show tickets were only allowed for Monmouth students, guests were granted entry from tickets sold the day of the event. During the performance, supporting bands Under the Influence of Giants, Ima Robot, and Damone played to a responsive and energetic crowd.

“I think, for SAB, this is the first event of this magnitude in quite some time,” commented Michael Patterson, Associate Director of Student Activities. It was my very rewarding when the All-American Rejects went on stage and the MU audience went crazy. It made it all worth it.”

Due to West Long Branch ordinance laws, the concert had to end promptly at 11 p.m. However, despite a late start in band’s performances, the concert ended at 10:45 p.m.

About 70 volunteers assisted at the event, according to Alex Abragamov, SAB Vice President of Marketing and Management. He reported that members from Greek organizations, Community Service Club, Social Work Organization, and various walk-ins helped with pre-show set up, and post-show clean up. SAB members and student volunteers worked over two days at Boylan Gym to transform it into a suitable place for a concert. Large blue plastic tarps were hand-taped to the gym floor, and the more painstaking parts of the setup and running of the day.

“With the help of Musicman, a stage-production company, in side workers from Musicman, volunteers worked over two days to protect it from concert-goers’ down was tough, because it had to be airtight, so people wouldn’t to the gym floor. Even aluminum panels which are thick pieces of ground up wood, lined the perimeter of the gym and stage area, preventing heavy equipment, rollers, and the stage itself from damaging the gym’s floor.

That proved to be one of the more painstaking parts of preparing for the event,” said Abragamov. “Getting the tarp down was tough, because it had to be airtight, so people wouldn’t trip on it. Covering every inch of the gym wasn’t easy, but needed to be done.”

Volunteers also worked alongside workers from Musicman, a stage-production company, in setting up lights, speakers, and other pertinent elements of the event. SAB works with Musicman in many of their concert based events.

[The volunteers] were crucial to the setup and running of the concert, praised Schumann. “Between Tuesday and Wednesday, we had to turn the gym into a concert-ready place. And with the help of the awesome volunteers we had, we most likely would not have gotten anything done.

SAB used many of the athletic buildings to accommodate the bands. The All-American Rejects

Concert continued on pg. 20
Alcohol Awareness Opens Eyes

Wednesday, October 18, was a day that may have been just a little blurry for students who attended the alcohol awareness event. The event included activities that made it possible for students to experience firsthand what it is like to drive drunk or even complete a simple task, while wearing the beer goggles.

“We often use the beer goggles at events along with the carts to simulate the affects of drunk driving,” says Suanne Schaad, LCADC Substance Awareness Coordinator.
The first activity of the day started out with a golf cart and a police officer. A path was lined with orange cones on both sides, and a student would get in the driver’s seat of the golf cart, with beer goggles on. After driving down the path, the students would return and look at how many cones they knocked over. The cones were there to simulate people, and knocking them over represented every person who died in a drunk driving accident.
The next event was yet another simple activity, made complicated by the effects of alcohol. Students would put on the beer goggles and then try to throw a ball into a basket about 10-feet away. Normally, this would be a simple, almost a laughable challenge. “You never would think that such a simple task of tossing a ball into a basket could become so hard by adding a few drinks,” comments freshman Lexy Tomlin.
The goggles seemed to create a clear message to the students about drinking and driving. “It is an interactive and fun way for students to see first hand the affects of alcohol on our perception, timing, and judgment,” said Schaad.

A lot of the students found the most hard-hitting part of the event was watching everyone else try the ‘simple’ tasks. “It was pretty funny, but kind of disappointing watching people hit the cones. It’s amazing how reality gets warped when under the influence,” comments freshman Samantha Nealer.
Along with the experiences students gained from these activities, they received information on making responsible decisions if they are going to consume alcohol.

“Our goal for this event was to promote awareness of the effects alcohol has on us. We promised the use of having designated drivers and using cabs if students are deciding to drink alcohol,” said Schaad.

“I’m thrilled to measure the exact success of such a program. I hope the next time students are out and drinking, they will use a cab or have a DD (designated driver). If they see someone driving drunk because of the awareness we raised during the event, then it was a huge success,” replies Schaad.
The event provided hands on experience to students about drinking and driving, leaving many to believe a lasting impression will be left with the students who attended.

Events at the event seemed to be open to participating in the activities and had open discussions on drinking and driving. “Drunk driving is so dumb because not only do you put yourself in danger but other people too. People that could not be drinking at all,” said freshman Holly Canon.

Drinking and driving seems like a no brainer to some, but to others, it is one of the most common reasons for people to get into accidents. “Drunk driving is so dumb because not only do you put yourself in danger but other people too.”

“All of our students attending the event made a success of such a program. I hope this event reinforced the positive decisions many students do make,” says Schaad.

“Students at the event seemed to be very interested in the program the event brought such freshmen. We were pleased with the turnout,” states Schaad.

The event was deemed a success by the substance awareness team, and the decision that students make about drinking and driving will hopefully prove to be an even bigger success.
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Pre-Professional Health Careers Meeting
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Dr. Jeffrey Linfante, D.M.D., Director of Admissions and Student Recruitment, New Jersey Dental School, UMDNJ, Newark, New Jersey
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Ann Shylit emphasized the importance of knowledge of hatred to avoid its frightening effects. “There’s not that great a leap between hatred and genocidal.”
On October 28, nationally known movie producer and Millburn, N.J., native, Jon Kilik, will come to Monmouth University to present the New Jersey Premiere of his new film, Babel. Kilik, who has won five Academy Awards, will host a Q&A following the screening and be on hand for a reception the day before.

Beverly Peterson, Two River Film Festival Executive Director and Monmouth President's Council Chair, said her excitement over the event, "I am delighted that our students have this unique opportunity to be part of the celebration of Jon Kilik's amazing career. He has produced a stunning range of socially conscious films including Oscar Winner Dead Man Walking and many of Spike Lee's movies."

The film deals with hard-pressing topics such as a father handing his son a weapon, a nanny pressing to top topics such as a father dealing with hard times, and another father dealing with his dead mute daughter.

Kilik said Babel presented a number of challenges with both locations and casting. "It's like number of challenges with both Gonzalez Inarritu's. He brought it, never acted before. The idea for d o s e a r c h e s f o r u n k n o w n s a n d p r e s s i n g t o p i c s s u c h a s a f a t h e r m e d i a n e v e r b e f o r e . T h e i d e a f o r t h e m o v i e , " W e g o t t o e a c h c o u n t r y a n d m e t i n t o s o m e t h i n g , I r e a l l y n e e d t o p u t t w o y e a r s o f m y l i f e o r m o r e a n d I really need to think about it," Kilik said. Kilik has a long history of producing movies that take aim at serious issues. In the past, he has produced Pollock, Summer of Sam, Dead Man Walking, and Malcolm X, among others. "If I'm going to put two years of my life more into something, I really need to care, be interested, and learn more about it. It's a big commitment of time and energy. So, if I don't care a lot, I'm not going to be happy about it," he said.
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The Student Government Association welcomes you to the jungle!

**Homecoming Court Elections:**
Tuesday, October 24th @ 12 PM – Wednesday, October 25th @ 12 PM on WebAdvisor. Computers will be available in the Dining Hall and Student Center as well.

**SAB Live Exotic Animals:**
Wednesday, October 25th @ 1-4 PM - The Pitt Rain site - Anacon Hall.

**Homecoming Bonfire:**
Friday, October 27th @ 7 PM - located in front of the Library. Come out and get pumped for the game with a night of food and fun!

**Homecoming Parade:**
Saturday, October 28th @ 11 AM.

**Monmouth Hawks vs. St. Francis:**
Saturday, October 28th @ 12 PM - Kessler Field - Will be Televised so be sure to be there in your MU gear!
MU merchandise will be given out to those that wear MU, GET MU!!!

**Go Hawks!!**
Suzanne Guarino  
OP/ED  

Last week, contributing writer Michael Tulsky wrote an article titled, “I Never Thought It Could Happen To Me”, where he pushed the view that acquaintance rape is an everyday occurrence on campus. He wrote about a traumatic experience in his past and how it progressed into a life-altering situation.  

As a former self-defense student of mine, I can confidently say that it was very knowable and plausible when he comes to this subject. Mike is a black belt in karate and was a self-defense instructor who studied tactics that can prevent one from being injured, kidnapped, or even killed when faced with an attacker.  

However, it is a very valid habit to be aware of your surroundings wherever you go and to make sure you are not vulnerable. There is a big difference between being street smart, and being street smart, it’s called common sense.  

I felt that this was an important topic to bring up because many college students commonly take the idea that they can drink all they want. This is especially true when alcohol enters the picture. It’s all too common to see groups of girls get dressed up in skimpy club clothing and head out to creepy college bars until all signs of students of the opposite gender are gone. It is also their usual trick to try and take a cab to and from the bar that night so that they can drink all they want. This is dangerous and they should realize the risks.  

I don’t think it’s a good idea for a bunch of drunk-out-of-control girls to be crammed into the back of a cab in the early hours of the morning pushing themselves totally into the hands of a stranger who is usually a male. At this point, you need to be honest with yourself about this. I don’t think it’s a good idea to step on the toes of anyone who wants to enjoy their time at the football game, the bonfire, the parade, and the tailgating. Of course, you need to take care of your health.

It’s my junior year and I have never really participated in the festivities of our homecoming. One thing I want to say though is that this is not high on my priority list. It wasn’t suitable for publication or its readers. It may sound ridiculous, but there’s no other way to explain it.  

I saw Shadows of Shadow Lawn and it spoke to me a little bit to think that we could beghost hunting around Wilson Hall. I saw the documentary last year when it premiered and it was neat to see the footage they gathered to prove that they are indeed supernatural things here.  

With that in mind, last Friday night was sponsored featuring a ghost hunter Ross Allison. As mentioned in the article, a group of friends and him tried to find those ghosts in Wilson Hall. I don’t know if I could have even done that.  

I remember the first Family Weekend I had as my freshman year. My mother, grandmother, and I took a tour of Wilson Hall and we talked about the history and the belief that it could be haunted. It definitely freaked me out a little bit, but at the same time it was exciting.  

I would definitely go back into a couple weeks. Sam’s next!

DISCLAIMER: All articles appearing in the Op/Ed section of The Outlook are solely the opinions of the authors and do not reflect the views of The Outlook’s editors or Monmouth University. The Outlook reserves the right to withhold any articles deemed inappropriate or otherwise unfit to print in the Op/Ed section. Due to legalities, The Outlook will no longer print anonymous articles.
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The Voting Rights Act Keeps Georgia on My Mind

The Stand Up and Be Counted Rally is on Tuesday, November 7th.

I asked students for their reaction to the new restrictions and this is what they felt:

Bigger schools have thousands of kids drinking before every one of their games. We have one day a year to do it and they are restricting that. They should let us have fun. I can understand the restriction on the beer bottles because that could get dangerous, but what is wrong with kegs and beer balls?

I'm sophomores

The restrictions are probably a good idea. I already have a DUI and since that happened, I'm thinking safety first.

John V. Patton, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of Political Science
jpatton@memphis.edu

The University has placed restrictions on the tailgating and Homecoming in hopes to avoid any alcohol-related issues. Restrictions include drinking games, kegs, beer balls, etc. and a time limit has been set for all drinking so as to reduce drunk driving

I'm senior

Me and my friends are 21 years old and we are old enough to make our own decisions.

Nicholas sophomore

It's typical of Georgia. What else is new?
“Quotes” of the week

“To exist is to change, to change is to mature, to mature is to go on creating oneself endlessly.”
-Henri Louis Bergson

“Everyone thinks of changing the world, but no one thinks of changing himself.”
-Tolstoy

“He who establishes his argument by noise and command shows that his reason is weak.”
-Michel de Montaigne

“There is only one thing in the world worse than being talked about, and that is not being talked about.”
-Oscar Wilde

“Ignorance is the parent of fear.”
-Herman Melville

“All things in this world are impermanent. They have the nature to rise and pass away. To be in harmony with this truth brings true happiness.”
-Buddhist chant

“An ignorant man is always a slave.”
-Antonyms

“The guilty think all talk is of themselves.”
-Chaucer

“A kiss is a lovely trick designed by nature to stop speech when words become superfluous.”
-Ingrid Bergman

“To be conscious that you are ignorant is a great step to knowledge.”
-Benjamin Disraeli

“An ignorant man is always a slave.”
-Anonymous

“Objective journalism and an opinion column are about as similar as the Bible and Playboy glossy.”
-Walter Cronkite

“Whoever gossips to you will gossip about you.”
-Spanish proverb

“I would rather trust a woman’s instinct than a man’s reason.”
-Stanley Baldwin

“Hate isn’t the opposite of love. Apathy is the opposite of love.”
-Unknown

“Objective journalism and an opinion column are about as similar as the Bible and Playboy glossy.”
-Walter Cronkite

“Good instincts usually tell you what to do long before your head has figured it out.”
-Michael Burke

“Apathy is a tyrant’s best friend.”
-Unknown

All quotes taken from http://en.wikiquote.org

Queens

Alyce Quinlan, Alyx Kostiuk, Amy Gough, Ariel LoGrasso, Caitlin Carroll, Charisse Johnson

Princesses

Aine O’ Carroll, Courtney Klecan, Danielle Minkin, Emel Senmen, Lucia Aristote, Maria Mereos

Duchesses

Amanda Klaus, Asa Todd, Kayse Howe, Kimberly Gerechoff, Lauren Kohan, Leslie Weinberg, Lily Occhipinti

Ladies

Amanda Remling, Courtney Flores, Kara Danbrowney, Ossiana Tepfenhart, Rae Colgan, Sheree Ray, Stephanie Ramos
Anthony D’Amico, Brian Brandefine, Brandon Bosque, Bryan Indergrund, George Papanier, Kenny Scally, Matt Murray

Andrew Giaccone, Andrew Grasso, Andrew Sierra, Dan Ste. Marie Jr., Ian Craig, Rick Meeker

Darrin Chandler, Dudley North, Frankie Morales, Jeff Cook, Omar Sedky, Stephen Ficalora, Steve Paravati

Joseph Racaniello, Josh Burnett, Kenny Mundie, Sean Layton
### Disability Services: Beneficial for All

**Samantha Young**

**CO EDITOR IN CHIEF**

The Department of Disability Services hosted the Campus Community Forum on Oct. 10 at Wilson Hall Auditorium.

As part of Disability Awareness Month, the program, which was open to the entire MU community, featured Christina Schindler from the Adaptive Technology Center for NJ Colleges and Universities. The presentation, “Assistive Technology to Support Students in College: It’s About Independence” showcased some of the new technologies available to both students registered with disability services and those who need extra help. Among the devices mentioned were the mimio and AlphaSmart systems.

The former is designed for those with dysgraphia, which is an inability to write. It consists of a white board connected to a computer. As the professor writes with a special marker, the computer captures the images and saves them to be printed later. This allows the student to focus on the lecture and have the best notes possible. The latter device replaces laptops as a means for taking notes. Running on two AA batteries, the sleek AlphaSmart possesses 300 hours of battery life with the capability to download the files to a computer. This would aid a majority of students with learning disabilities and makes for a more efficient way to integrate these technologies at Monmouth. These steps include identifying the students’ specific needs, training faculty and staff to use the new technologies, providing access in every possible location and collaborating with the Information Technology Department to understand how the programs function.

The presentation, which lasted about an hour, Professor Sallie Sataria, an assistant professor of English, addressed the audience. “I lost [the] bulk of my vision during my junior and senior years of high school. These [assistive technology] tools are things everyone can use to enhance the way they cope down. [Having a disability] is a piece of yourself that was very private which has become very public. I’ve been fortunate to have a very supportive family who kept reassuring me of their acceptance.”

At this point, the students turn to discuss their experiences. Danielle Ellenson, a senior psychology major, recounted how Monmouth became her first choice. “Basically I was recruited for softball,” she signed through translator Lisha Sutaria. “There were [f]our schools that offered fellowships for me...but it was really tough because some of them didn’t have any kind of provisions for interpreters or any kind of access I needed...I found Monmouth and am really happy to have great support and the interpreters were there from the very beginning.”

From those with hearing impairments to others with physical limitations, all of the students looked for the same key factors, and seem to

### Disability continued on pg. 14

### Haunting Documentary

**Victoria Lucido**

**CONTRIBUTING WRITER**

The National Broadcasting Society and the Two River Film Festival presented Shadow of Shadows, a documentary about the supposed ghost encounters at Monmouth University. The film was a student produced documentary about the events that have taken place at Monmouth University. Shadows was co-produced and directed by recent Monmouth graduate, Rick Perrotto and Tom Hanley. The viewing was a continuation of last year’s documentary titled The Haunting of Wilson Hall. Beverly Peterson, professor and Executive Director of the Two River Film Festival said, “We really want to support the student organization. The students picked the time and venue for the show. We are really excited to have this documentary featured in the festival.”

The film was shown in an ideal location - Wilson Auditorium, just 50 feet from where real footage was taken for the documentary. The chilly, rainy October night also added to the eerie feeling that took over the room. Students watched in amazement, waiting for the show to begin; others eager to see what they had already seen last year. Sophomore Jamie Tabacco said, “I had seen the show last year, but at that time the viewing took place in the lobby of the Place Center. This year, actually sitting in Wilson Hall where many of the ghost stories took place added to the atmosphere and made for a better showing.”

The documentary portrays the University as a “supernatural hotbed.” After viewing the documentary, students were given tickets for a tour of Wilson Hall, Hawk TV News interviews with the directors, an unedited image of the moving statue, and the chance to attend the film festival.

Though the video gives viewers a thrill and more insight to the University’s history, it also assures the audience that students should feel comfortable going about their business and school...that it is up to the students to learn about these shadows of the past and to do so for years to come.

### A Letter to MU Students

Dear Monmouth University Community Members:

As we gear up to welcome friends and alumni back for Homecoming weekend, we hope that you will make time to attend the annual Bonfire/ Pep Rally that will be held in front of the Guggenheim Library on Friday, October 27 at 7:00 p.m. (rain location is Boylan Gym). Furthermore, we look forward to seeing you at the big game that afternoon in the Central Connecticut State University at Saturday, October 28. Kick-off is at 12:00 noon. The game will be televised on the MSG network. SGA will also be sponsoring a giveaway program call Wear MEU/Get MEU during the game. It’s pretty simple. MU students (while supplies last) who go to the game with something that says Monmouth University on it will be given a Monmouth related item.

This year’s theme is Welcome to the Jungle which was selected by the Monmouth University community. When it was announced last spring, the Homecoming Committee received concerned, yet constructive feedback on how the theme should be presented so it wouldn’t portray any cultures or groups in a derogatory manner. Furthermore, there are some who believe that the song Welcome to the Jungle, by the band Guns and Roses, promotes violence against women.

Words, images, and actions have the ability to either lift people up or repress them, and we hope you will keep in mind the concerns listed above as you finalize your plans for Homecoming weekend. This should be a time to reconnect with old friends and celebrate the spirit of Monmouth University in a positive, respectful manner.

Should part of your Homecoming weekend involve the consumption of alcohol we ask that you do so in a safe, legal, and responsible manner. Every year there are several students who unknowingly become caught up in a situation when anything goes and the rules don’t apply. As we all know the legal age to consume alcohol is 21. Despite what some may think, it is possible to respect the law, be responsible, use common sense and still enjoy all that Homecoming has to offer.

Additionally, if you live off-campus and are planning to host a party during Homecoming weekend, please be careful and observe the laws as they pertain to quality of life issues (excessive noise, trash, etc) and the use and consumption of alcohol in general. You should also keep in mind that the safety and well-being of your neighbors, don’t be surprised if the police show up.

So be safe, be smart, have fun and GO HAWKS!

Sincerely,

MU Students
Fire Safety Day
Wednesday October 25
Noon – 4pm
Shadow Lawn

Open to All

Events:
Tour the smoke trailer from the Monmouth County Fire Academy

Learn how to put out a fire
Watch a DVD on Fire Safety

Come experience our state-of-the-art tanning and spa equipment.

Unlimited Tanning
As low as 19.95

255 Rt. 35 Eatontown, NJ
732-544-8267
(Across from the Monmouth mall, Next to Kinko’s)

The Exotic Look
of a pampered lifestyle.
Without the paparazzi.

Come experience our state-of-the-art tanning and spa equipment.

Unlimited Tanning
As low as 19.95

255 Rt. 35 Eatontown, NJ
732-544-8267
(Across from the Monmouth mall, Next to Kinko’s)

Mystic Tan
UV free tanning technology

A Mystic spray session:
• Delivers an even, customized application of tanning mist
• Uses MagneTan® Technology
• Takes seconds
• Lasts 5-7 days
• Provides a deep, natural looking tan

www.planetbeach.com For franchise info call 888.290.8266

Buy 1 Mystic Get 1 FREE
When you purchase 1 at reg. price.
See spa for details. Restrictions may apply.

20% OFF All Retail
1 per customer. See spa for details. Restrictions may apply.
Diggin’ in the Crate

This week Homecoming ’06 celebrations are all on the horizon. So, as promised, we are digging through record case for the songs that promise to get any party pumped up.

Hip-Hop/Rap
- Gangstarr - “The Militia”
- Ice Cube - “You Can Do It”
- Ludacris - “What’s Your Fantasy”
- House of Pain - “Jump Around”
- J-Fla - “Pump It Up”
- Xzibit - “Alkaholik"

Club/Dance
- Dynamix feat. Tina Ann - “Don’t Want Another Man”
- Durand - “Sandstorm”
- Plasmonic - “The Funeral”
- Voodoo & Serano - “Blood Is Pumpin”
- Keina - “No One’s Gonna Change You”
- Stonebridge feat. Therese - “Put Em High”

The song I want to hear everyone play in the parking lot:
- Bruce Springsteen - “Glory Days”

Enjoy the week! Enjoy the weekend!

Hollywood Happenings

KAREN RICH  ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

There has been some excitement recently regarding one of our favorite British celebrities, and some not-so-exciting things for our American celebs. Let’s start off with the Brits.

How does Sir David Beckham sound? It’s sounds great, and pretty soon that will be the world’s favorite footballer’s name. David is about to be married to Queen Elizabeth II’s New Year’s honors list this year, and is set to be knighted. It is said that he is receiving this prestigious honor for his work on the football pitch, as well as the work he has done for the community.

Kate Moss is not only engaged to longtime on-and-off boyfriend Pete Doherty, but pregnant as well! Doherty’s uncle, Phil Michelle was quoted saying he has spoken to Pete twice about the baby, and has confirmed that Kate is pregnant.

The couple is hoping that this baby will cement their relationship. Michelle stated that both Moss and Doherty are extremely happy and cannot wait to get married.

In American news, apparently Vaughn is still together after all. Jennifer Aniston’s publicist told People magazine that they are in fact still together, but he’s lead to us many times in the past that he doesn’t know what to believe anymore.

Vanessa Vaughn has also denied ever cheating on her, but there have been witnesses and pictures of her with another woman in London last month. The status of this couple will probably be uncertain for a little while until we either see wedding bells or the official split.

Lastly, Gray’s Anatomy star Isab- lah Washington may be getting fired from the show. Last week, the actress was quoted saying she has spoken to the producers about the baby, and has confirmed that Kate is pregnant.

Washington is expected to make a statement very soon regarding this issue. Let’s hope Dr. Burke can work everything out with the rest of Seattle Grace Hospital.

That is all the gossip I have for you this week, but make sure you read more next week.

Why? Because their lives are just .

Every Time I Die is undoubt- edly one of the breakout artists of the year, and I was lucky enough to get to speak to one of the band members. They are one of the most successful emerging bands on the music scene and they are coming our way. Every Time I Die has been on Warped Tour this past summer and is coming back to New Jersey at the Sin- ners and Saints Festival in Asbury Park on Saturday, October 28. I was fortunate enough that Keith, the vocalist, made time to answer a few questions so we could all learn a little bit more about who Every Time I Die is, where they came from, and what they are doing now.

First and foremost, congrats on the Warped tour success and what I’m sure was a great run of tour dates in Canada, but how is it to be back in the states?

K: It’s awesome. It’s even more awesome this time!

Why? Because last week Buf- falo was hit by like a rogue snow- storm and it just buried the entire city.

What has been your favorite show you have performed so far?

K: Warped tour - San Francisco was one of the favorites; the show in New Jersey was definitely one of my favorites. Canada was cool, but it was kind of hit or miss with us, and the band we were with was great. It was all good for us, but also grandma were in the states.

Your following has been grow- ing so much and many people think of you as the breakout artist of the Warped Tour; what was the craziest show you ever performed?

K: They only call us a breakout artist because we have bad skin complexion. The weirdest thing that happened, we do our own thing and mind our business and Less Than Jake was talking (stuff) about us. It’s like apples and or-anges, there is no way we would have any influence on them but we went through enough I was like, “Wow that the band that plays in movies, one of the bands I always listened to and thought was like a big band and popular was already talking (stuff). Now I know we made it.”

Beauty that you’re from the north- east, are you excited to be coming to New York and New Jersey?

K: Very much so. As much as I am glad I’m not feeling the brunt of the snow storm, I miss it. I miss being at home for the winter so it will be nice to get back there where it is turning cold. Hopefully not another van incident.

What happened?

K: We hit an ice patch in Wyo- ming and flipped the van and trai- ler; it was terrifying, and funny too, to hear my friends scream like that. In retrospect, knowing everyone was safe and not hurt, I wish I had a tape of them screaming. I would play it every day.

What band did you enjoy playing with on Warped tour and who would you play with if you could play with anyone?

K: Right now, Converge. I’d love to play with Say Anything, but I don’t know how well we’d go over with their audience.

Your newest album, Gutter Phe- nomenon, has some really amaz- ing tracks. How hard was it to live up to the pressure put on you by Ferret Records to put out another great album?

K: You know what’s weird? They’ve never pressured us. We’ve always done what we’ve done. After the tour is over, we’re starting to write again, and this is the first time there has ever been a sort of a pressure. At this point, we’ve established ourselves and we have enough liberty to decide where to take it. We’re just doing what we’ve always done - write a good record, one that is actually about us. It’s funny to us. We’re on MTV and they’re telling us to adopt my entire life, talking to talking (stuff). Now I know we made it.

What is your favorite song you have recorded, and is it the same as your favorite on tour?

K: Well, my favorite song to play is definitely “The New Black.” It is so much fun for me to do; it’s got so much energy and so much groove to it. I like to perform anything that has a twist in it so it doesn’t get too boring

The festival is a two-day festi- val with bands like Areyuta, A Life Once Lost, and Folly, to name a few. The festival starts Saturday at noon and resumes on Sunday at noon. Tickets are $32.00 for a one day ticket, $58.00 for a two-day ticket. Hope to see you there!

Sinners or Saints?

LISA PRIAUD ENTERTAINMENT EDITOR

Every Time I Die will soon become Sir David Beckham.

PHOTO COURTESY OF gettyimages.com

David Beckham will soon become Sir David Beckham.

PHOTO COURTESY OF gettyimages.com

Your thoughts on MTV and your fans’ reactions?

K: I think people are starting to take us a lot more seriously than we take ourselves. They think we are just another band to MTV, but the whole time of being a band we’ve been trying to get a foot in the door. I always like to look at us as the band that is going to play a big joke on the mainstream and people have been for the wrong reasons, and that’s funny to us. We’re on MTV and we’re doing this four years ago, it would have been like we pulled one over on everyone.

What is your favorite song you have recorded, and is it the same as your favorite on tour?

K: Well, my favorite song to perform is probably “The New Black.” It is so much fun for me to do; it’s got so much energy and so much groove to it. I like to perform anything that has a twist in it so it doesn’t get too boring

The festival is a two-day festi- val with bands like Areyuta, A Life Once Lost, and Folly, to name a few. The festival starts Saturday at noon and resumes on Sunday at noon. Tickets are $32.00 for a one day ticket, $58.00 for a two-day ticket. Hope to see you there!
**Tarah Ortleby**  
**Staff Writer**

What do Hilary Duff, Russell Crowe, Paris Hilton, and Jared Leto all have in common? They are all celebrities who have put out CDs to either show another dimension of their careers, or to just jumpstart a musical passion. But the major difference here is that Leto has succeeded in putting out several albums that are actually listenable, rather than painful. Yes, it’s true – Jordan Catalano from My So Called Life is the front man of a metal-core band that has gained a considerable amount of respect over the last few years. Along with his brother Shannon on drums, Matt Wachter on bass, and Tomo Miličević on guitar, 30 Seconds To Mars has created and refined a sound bordering on futuristic, but leaning toward mainstream rock.

I have gotten mixed responses from fans regarding the band’s influences, but I have narrowed it down to The Cure, A Perfect Circle, and The Used. While their early self-titled album from 2002 sounds more like an experimenta- 

![Staff Writer](photo/30SecondsToMars.jpg)

### 30 Seconds to Fame: Jersey’s Own

**Lindsey Stenwand**  
**Staff Writer**

With the recent release of Resist Conven- tion (2006) and the end of their summer tour, Folly has forced the hardcore scene to ac- cept some new ska riffs. The screaming gang vocals seem to be what it seems to be bit much to those who choose to sit back and relax, but fellow Folly fans would agree that we definitely met expectations for the follow-up to Insanity last (2004).

The New Jersey band even managed to fit in a couple more comprehensible lines into their choruses, which is definitely a benefit to the hardcore-impaired. With shortened song titles, and supplementary breakdowns, Folly’s Resist Convention is definitely one of the top-hard- cored releases of the summer.

If you can catch actual words amongst all the screaming, the last tracks bellows, “Sentences become paragraphs become novels on cold faces.” And this trend needs an enema. “I’ll pass the time with a rhythm and a rhyme.” With such definitive lyrics, which wouldn’t use in an everyone-needs-to-know-I’m-scene away message? So save the new Death Cab CD for a rainy day; this one goes out to all the metal-ska kids we lost touch with. Kudos to Folly for bringing the band back into the limelight.

Catch them this weekend at the Saints and Sinners Festival at the Asbury Park Convention Center.

**Nashville’s own punk band Folly album exceeds expectations**

**New Jersey’s own punk band Folly album exceeds expectations**

**Relatively new rockers, Audioslave, take on the music world with explosive rap-metal music.**

**Photo courtesy of amazon.com**

Relatively new rockers, Audioslave, take on the music world with explosive rap-metal music.

**Photo courtesy of amazon.com**

Mike Martin  
**Staff Writer**

This is going to be the first time I don’t write about a concert, since I actually didn’t attend one this weekend of their careers, or to justify their actions. Instead of just singing the lyrics, he puts every ounce of emotion into the delivery, almost forc- ing listeners to take notice and feel different parts of his world. In Attack, he writes about a real- 
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**Catholic Centre at Monmouth**

Please join us every week!

**Mass**
- Every Sunday at 7pm

**Why Believe? Series**
- Every Tuesday at 7:30pm

**Men’s and Women Bible Study**
- Every Wednesday at 7:30pm

**ASL (American Sign Language Class)**
- Every Thursday at 7:30pm

**Pumpkin Carving**
- Monday, October 30 at 7:30pm

**Thanksgiving Dinner**
- Thursday, November 16 at 8:30pm (after ASL Class)

**Thanksgiving Donations needed!**
- We are collecting for needy families in our area. Please drop off items to the back porch of the Catholic Centre. Thank you!

**Thanksgiving Basket Assembly**
- Help Needed! Sunday, November 19 at 8:00pm

www.mucatholic.org

Watch for our special events during the semester!

FOOD ALWAYS SERVED!

Catholic Centre at Monmouth University
16 Beechwood Avenue
Gate to our house is located in the rear corner of Lot 4, next to the Health Center.

Call us at 732-229-9300

---

**Diwali**

Come Celebrate With Us

Friday, Oct. 27
6:30 pm - 9:00 pm
Magill Commons Dining Room

This is a free event for all MU students, faculty and staff

Sponsored by the International Club & International Student Services

Call 732-571-3640 for further info

---

**LET’S PARTY**

**SUNDAY NIGHTS: 8PM - MIDNIGHT**

- **25 CENT BOWLING [QUARTER MANIA]**
- **$2.00 DOM. DRAFTS - ALL THE TIME**
- **BEST WINGS IN TOWN**
- **THUMPIN’ TUNES, GREAT FOOD, BOWLING, POOL, DARTS - GRAB A FEW FRIENDS AND JOIN THE PARTY**

CHECK OUT ALL THE SPECIALS AT: MEMORYBOWLING.COM

89 NEWMAN SPRINGS RD., SHREWSBURY, NJ 07702
732-747-6880

---

**Disability continued from pg. 10**

have found them at Monmouth. "The main reason I looked here was because of the accessibility," said Lindsay Tuman, a sophomore social work major, who is confined to a wheelchair. "I grew up in North Jersey and a lot of the universities up there are built on hills. So it would have been really difficult for me to get around... [At] the county college though, disabilities services wasn’t up to par as it is here, had no resources. If I had questions, I would ask my professors where I could go because I wasn’t sure and nobody knew. They gave me phone numbers and I called them, but no one returned my phone calls. Here it’s wonderful.”

A novel frustration, however, was brought by Stefan Laskowski, a second year business marketing major who is temporarily disabled with a leg injury. "I would come back from being out for five weeks [and the professors understood]. Last semester, I had already established a relationship with my professors. [This year], I told my professors I was having surgery, but it’s been a lot more difficult to prove my case. If it’s being a couple minutes late to class...I’m already being given ultimatums. This wasn’t brought up last year. The professors [this year] haven’t been able to see any of my work; I haven’t been able to establish who I am yet."

The faculty and disability services staff also voiced their concerns about the accommodations available on campus and how they can be improved.

"I am in charge of classroom accommodation," said Erin Kenney, Disabilities Specialist for the last two years. "One of the challenges we do face is that [after] we get a table in there or a certain type of chair...I may get a call from the student that the chair is no longer in the classroom...A lot of times it’s just contacting the professor and saying, ‘Can you just do me a favor? If the chair or the table or something is not in the classroom, can you just look next door?’"

Throughout this discussion, it was agreed upon that Edison and Bey halls present the most problems for disabled students. "Although [Bey Hall is] new and very attractive, the classrooms upstairs, you have to take a step up to get into the chair in the horseshoe, so that is something I’ve noticed is difficult for our students," continued Kenney.

A theme in the panel discussion seemed to be universal design. Giving every classroom the capabilities to serve those who are disabled would help those who are not, too. "If we design our curriculum universally, everyone can benefit," said Schindler.

The Forum was concluded with a survey, offering a chance for suggestions and warm thanks by Skip Carey, Director of Disability Service for Students. When asked about the 16-person turnout he said, "I was disappointed. The program had to be bumped from the afternoon to the morning (which caused scheduling conflicts)."

Carey also told of the variety of software and hardware devices they have at the Department of Disability Services. "We offer quite a bit of the technologies Christina spoke about. We will continue to communicate with her in hopes of bringing more updates to Monmouth.”
LISA POLLIT
CONTINUING WRITER
Senior Bubba Colletrella won Theta Phi Alpha’s first annual “Theta Phi Guy,” which raised $1,025 for their philanthropy, “The House that Theta Phi Alpha Built,” on October 12th. “Theta Phi Guy” is a beauty pageant for guys, where the Pullman Thompson 2005 residents were judged on their ability to dress and act like women.

“We got the idea for the show when we went to our national convention in Atlantic City,” states Philanthropy Chair Aine O’Carrol. “I’m really happy about the way it turned out because we didn’t know how it would turn out and then since she spent 4 ½ hours looking for a party only 2 blocks away. Issues get settled in the most logical way, “It’s a bounce off, yea it’s a bounce off.” However, things quickly turn ugly after a swift kick to the groin (ouch)! SunSet plays like a champ and calls the cops on her sisters. The video receives 413 hits. Numerous things go missing this week: construction cones, corn dogs for a party only 2 blocks away. Issues get settled in the most logical way, “It’s a bounce off, yea it’s a bounce off.” However, things quickly turn ugly after a swift kick to the groin (ouch)! SunSet plays like a champ and calls the cops on her sisters. The video receives 413 hits. Numerous things go missing this week: construction cones, corn dogs for a party only 2 blocks away. Issues get settled in the most logical way, “It’s a bounce off, yea it’s a bounce off.” However, things quickly turn ugly after a swift kick to the groin (ouch)! SunSet plays like a champ and calls the cops on her sisters. The video receives 413 hits. Numerous things go missing this week: construction cones, corn dogs for a party only 2 blocks away. Issues get settled in the most logical way, “It’s a bounce off, yea it’s a bounce off.” However, things quickly turn ugly after a swift kick to the groin (ouch)! SunSet plays like a champ and calls the cops on her sisters. The video receives 413 hits. Numerous things go missing this week: construction cones, corn dogs for a party only 2 blocks away. Issues get settled in the most logical way, “It’s a bounce off, yea it’s a bounce off.” However, things quickly turn ugly after a swift kick to the groin (ouch)! SunSet plays like a champ and calls the cops on her sisters. The video receives 413 hits. Numerous things go missing this week: construction cones, corn dogs for a party only 2 blocks away. Issues get settled in the most logical way, “It’s a bounce off, yea it’s a bounce off.” However, things quickly turn ugly after a swift kick to the groin (ouch)! SunSet plays like a champ and calls the cops on her sisters. The video receives 413 hits.

THETA PHI GUY RAISES $1,015

Theta Phi Guy Raises $1,015

Lisa Pollit, the winner of the Theta Phi Guy contest, received $1,025 for the fraternity’s philanthropy, “The House that Theta Phi Alpha Built.”

The event was judged on attire, accuracy of responses and crowd participation in three categories: casual wear, formal wear and spirit wear. However, the audience was entertained by contestants Steve Capatola, whose stage name was Stepha- nee; Pete Cardella, known as Par- ticia; Colletrella as Baby Love; John Driscoll as Raven; Ryan Madrid known as Lucy Spells; Antonio Nuess who answered to Antonette; and Tim Raymond as Shanayrah Roberts.

Greek Teacher Tyler Haven stated, “It was an interesting twist and it was something that we haven’t seen yet that is new to campus.”

Theta Phi Alpha sent out appreciation to Haven, Amy Bellina, their ad- visor Doc, the Brook Wall, Brendan’s, Pearl Street Gym and All Life Styles; Included, an organization on campus to promote awareness for the lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender community within Monmouth University.

After the final round, the judges tallied up their scores and awarded third place to Raywood, runner up to Madrid and of course first place to Colletrella.

“I love Theta Phi Alpha,” commented Colletrella. “It’s funny because I am a real man on campus,” but I’m the best. I got out there and tell your family and friends to stop by our local Footlocker and ask where all the Monmouth gear is! This weekend is the big one: Homecoming 2006. Arguably the school year’s best event on campus, this year’s “Welcome to the Jungle” Homecoming looks to be one to remember. For the first time, Homecoming will be televised as the MSG Net- work brings their cameras to West Long Branch as the Hawks take on the Central Connecticut State University Blue Devils. I want to remind everyone that tailgating begins at 6m and all tailgaters should enter the commuter lot from Larchwood Ave.Obviously, be responsible and keep the area clean so you can get your deposit back and help maintain a long-lasting fun tradition. The pep rally and bonfire will be on Friday where the Home- coming will be announced. This is my favorite event and everyone on campus should want to get involved and enjoy the weekend’s festivities.

Being on TV helps to get Monmouth University in the spotlight and give us more exposure to those who may not know we even exist. On that note, the SGA is making an effort to main- stream the Monmouth University logo so that maybe we can be as recognizable as other schools in the area like Rutgers and Seton Hall. We already have a licensing agreement with Footlocker to produce a limited number of exclusive Monmouth gear. Our apparel sold commercially is because there is no demand for it. The SGA will get out there and tell your family and friends to show their support of the Hawks too because we have a lot to be proud of. Enjoy your weekend. Be safe and have fun. Go Hawks.”

Brandon Bosque
SGA President
DONATE A CAR
FOR A CHARITABLE TAX DEDUCTION AND TO A GOOD CAUSE! Cars, trucks, vans, boats, or RV’s running or not, FREE, fast tow away. Tax receipts given. Feel good about helping fund a local private school.
CALL CRESTVIEW EDUCATION
908-233-4970

NEW JERSEY FOP
FUNDRAISING CENTER
PART/FULL TIME 3 SHIFTS DAILY 7 DAYS A WEEK. EARN $10 HR + BENEFITS. NO EXPERIENCE NEEDED.
CALL TODAY 1-888-974-5627

REVIEWING MUSIC DEMO TAPES OR DIGITAL MEDIA FILES
SEEKING BAND TO PERFORM AT ART GALLERY EXHIBITION OPENING. SELECTED BAND WILL BE VIDEO/SOUND RECORDED AT THE OPENING RECEPTION AND THE PERFORMANCE WILL BECOME PART OF EXHIBITION. PLEASE SEND DEMO TAPES TO: SCOTT KNAUER, DIRECTOR OF GALLERIES AND COLLECTIONS, MONMOUTH UNIVERSITY, DEPARTMENT OF ART AND DESIGN
400 CEDAR AVENUE, WEST LONG BRANCH, NEW JERSEY 07764-1898. MEDIA FILES CAN BE SENT TO: SKNAUER@MONMOUTH.EDU

MY GYM
Need Extra Cash? Earn it while having FUN!
My Gym Shrewsbury is seeking athletic, energetic, candidates who love working with children.
- Applicants will lead and assist children’s classes and birthday parties
- Competitive Wages
- Flexible Hours
- Weekend Availability a Must
Please Contact Melissa at 732-389-9669

ALTI COMPUTER CONSULTING
Dawn Kennedy, President
dkennedy@alticoms.com 732-946-1652
SYSTEM DESIGN
SOFTWARE & HARDWARE SELECTION
SECURITY & FORENSICS
TRAINING & TROUBLESHOOTING

WHAT WILL THEY HAVE LONGER, THEIR TROPHIES OR THEIR INJURIES?
Physical activity is a great way for kids to build strength and stay healthy. Unfortunately, it can sometimes lead to injury. Broken bones require immediate attention, but what about sore shoulders or swollen knees? If not taken seriously, many youth injuries can become chronic later in life. So before your child gets hurt, visit aacs.org or nacc.org. Practice prevention and give all injuries proper attention.

Memory Bowling
89 Newman Springs Road
Shrewsbury, NJ 07702
732-747-6880

Spring Break 2007
Travel with STS America’s #1 student tour operator to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps. Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4879
www.ststravel.com

Part Time Work
$18 base/appt
- FT/PT openings
- Flexible Schedules
- ALL majors welcome
- Customer sales/service
- No experience necessary
All ages 17+, conditions apply
CALL
732-758-0413

FREE, fast tow away. Tax receipts given. Feel good about helping fund a local private school.

CALL CRESTVIEW EDUCATION
908-233-4970

REVIEWING MUSIC DEMO TAPES OR DIGITAL MEDIA FILES
SEEKING BAND TO PERFORM AT ART GALLERY EXHIBITION OPENING. SELECTED BAND WILL BE VIDEO/SOUND RECORDED AT THE OPENING RECEPTION AND THE PERFORMANCE WILL BECOME PART OF EXHIBITION. PLEASE SEND DEMO TAPES TO: SCOTT KNAUER, DIRECTOR OF GALLERIES AND COLLECTIONS, MONMOUTH UNIVERSITY, DEPARTMENT OF ART AND DESIGN
400 CEDAR AVENUE, WEST LONG BRANCH, NEW JERSEY 07764-1898. MEDIA FILES CAN BE SENT TO: SKNAUER@MONMOUTH.EDU

MY GYM
Need Extra Cash? Earn it while having FUN!
My Gym Shrewsbury is seeking athletic, energetic, candidates who love working with children.
- Applicants will lead and assist children’s classes and birthday parties
- Competitive Wages
- Flexible Hours
- Weekend Availability a Must
Please Contact Melissa at 732-389-9669

ALTI COMPUTER CONSULTING
Dawn Kennedy, President
dkennedy@alticoms.com 732-946-1652
SYSTEM DESIGN
SOFTWARE & HARDWARE SELECTION
SECURITY & FORENSICS
TRAINING & TROUBLESHOOTING

WHAT WILL THEY HAVE LONGER, THEIR TROPHIES OR THEIR INJURIES?
Physical activity is a great way for kids to build strength and stay healthy. Unfortunately, it can sometimes lead to injury. Broken bones require immediate attention, but what about sore shoulders or swollen knees? If not taken seriously, many youth injuries can become chronic later in life. So before your child gets hurt, visit aacs.org or nacc.org. Practice prevention and give all injuries proper attention.

Memory Bowling
89 Newman Springs Road
Shrewsbury, NJ 07702
732-747-6880

Spring Break 2007
Travel with STS America’s #1 student tour operator to Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas and Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps. Call for group discounts.

Information/Reservations
1-800-648-4879
www.ststravel.com

Part Time Work
$18 base/appt
- FT/PT openings
- Flexible Schedules
- ALL majors welcome
- Customer sales/service
- No experience necessary
All ages 17+, conditions apply
CALL
732-758-0413
Today's Birthday (Oct. 25th)
The money comes and goes all year, sometimes in big chunks. Practice your frugality and you'll get by just fine.

To get the advantage, check the day's rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the most challenging.

Aries • (Mar. 21 - April 19) - Today is an 8
This whole month has been about learning to be cautious, practical and secretive where money is concerned. Hopefully, you know pretty well how to do those things by now. Continue to practice.

Taurus • (April 20 - May 20) - Today is a 7
Don't be the first one out over the mine field. Send something mechanical and dispensable instead. The smarter you are, the less pain you'll suffer.

Gemini • (May 21 - June 21) - Today is a 6
Try not to let your emotions cloud your thinking, if you can. Make sure your partner knows what you want, and what you definitely don't.

Cancer • (June 22 - July 22) - Today is a 7
Temptations are intense, but you don't have to turn them all down. Set up a date for after the work is done.

Leo • (July 23 - Aug. 22) - Today is a 7
The very best kind of love, as you know, is built around commitment. You're not afraid of that. Be patient if your loved one is.

Virgo • (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22) - Today is a 7
Squabbles may break out but don't let yourself be distracted. The others only see what's on the surface. You're after more than that.

Libra • (Sept. 23 - Oct. 23) - Today is a 6
The subject to study now is shopping, and how to do it well. This does not mean you get to buy two of everything you like, however.

Scorpio • (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21) - Today is a 8
Patience is one of your virtues, as is a steely sort of calm. Be like that with somebody who's quite annoying now.

Sagittarius • (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) - Today is an 7
Every time you turn around, there's something else to finish. Your brains feel scrambled but that's just a new idea bubbling up from beneath.

Capricorn • (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) - Today is a 7
If you find yourself facing a stack of unpaid bills, crank up your money machine again. There's no shortage of lucre out there.

Aquarius • (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) Today is a 6
You advance imperceptibly for many years, then burst through into a completely new universe. Bon voyage.

Pisces • (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20) Today is a 7
Keeping your word is a habit that's worth building. It gets easier the longer you do it, and you become more successful, too.

Sudoku By Michael Mepham

Complete the grid so each row, column and 3-by-3 box (in bold borders) contains every digit 1 to 9. For strategies on how to solve Sudoku, visit www.sudoku.org.uk.
The Monmouth University LCAC - Placement Office presents

NETWORK 2006
Career Day

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 1, 2006
12:30 - 4:00 p.m.
STAFFORD STUDENT CENTER - ANACON HALL

- 75 employers expected...Get on-the-spot interviews.
- Discuss career and job opportunities with local, regional and national employers.
- Business, government and non-profit represented.

For more details visit: www.monmouth.edu/academics/lcac/placement/fallcareerday.asp
(Check this link often for updates / new employers!)

ALL STUDENTS AND ALUMNI WELCOME!

Abercrombie & Fitch
AlliedBarton Security Svs
Allies Inc.
Alternatives, Inc.
Ameriprise
Amper, Politziner & Mattia
ARC of Monmouth
Asbury Park Press
AXA Advisors
Bancroft Neurohealth
Bank of America
Barbara Davis Employment Svs
C/ S Group
Caring Family Community Svs
CBS News
CDW Corporation
Cintas Corp.
City Year
Comcast Cable Communications
Commerce Bank
Curchin Group
CVS Pharmacy
Defense Contract Audit Agency
Discovery - the Financial Info Grp
Div Youth & Family Services
Drug Enforcement Administration
Easter Seals New Jersey
Enterprise Rent-A-Car
FBI
Fastenal
FGI Finance
Fort Monmouth
Glenn Mills Schools
Horizon Nati Contract Services
Internal Revenue Service
International Planning Alliance
J B Hunt Inc
Jersey Shore Financial Group
Johnson Lambert & Co.
Katz Media Group
Ladacin Network
Lorelei Personnel
Maxim Health Care Services
McCarter Theatre Center
Meisel, Tuteur & Lewis
Monmouth Council of Girl Scouts
MU Graduate Admission
MU Human Resources
Musculoskeletal Transplant Fd.
NASD
Nauticus Group
NJ Prevention Network
Northwestern Fin - Megill Group
Ocean First Bank
Preferred Behavioral Health
Press Communications, LLC
PriceWaterhouse Coopers
Rex Lumber Company
Robert Half International
Snelling Staffing
Somerset Tire Service
SRG America
State Street Corporation
Superior Court of NJ
Target
Today’s Staffing
US Army
US Marine Corps
W.B. Mason Company
Wachovia Bank
Walgreens
Wayside Technology Group
WCBS - TV
Wolseley North America
YMCA of Western Mon Cty
“What are you going to be for Halloween this year?”

BY: SUZANNE GUARINO & DANA COLUCCI

Alex 
“T’m 22 and not too old to dress up. So, I’m probably gonna rock it out as Danny from Grease, cause I look pretty damn good in a tight pair of jeans.”

Kat 
“Either Tinkerbell or a sexy firefighter with my friend. Any suggestions?”

John 
“I’m going to be a sexy nurse... plain and simple.”

Katie 
“I’m going to be a sexy baseball player or a sexy something else!”

Gary 
“I’m going to be Spiderman because I can do anything a spider can!”

Brandon 
“I don’t know... not sure yet!”

Diana 
“I’m going to be a doe (female deer) and my boyfriend is going to be the buck (male deer).”

Chris 
“A nerd cause I look sexy in suspenders.”

Stephanie 
“I’m going to be a baseball player. A cute one... with some pretty cool ladies. We’ll be a sexy team.”

Andrea 
“I’m too old to dress up!”

---

Office of Student Activities and Student Center Operations
732-571-3586 • 2nd Floor, Rebecca Stafford Student Center • activities@monmouth.edu

This Weeks Campus Events

WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 25 2006
Student Center Lobby, 1:00 - 4:00 PM
Thinking it Through
Anacon Hall, 1:00 PM

Film: Why We Fight
Pollak Theatre, 4:30 PM

THURSDAY OCTOBER 26, 2006
Fall Leadership Workshop
Topic: Goal Setting
Carol Afflittio, 12:00 PM

FRIDAY OCTOBER 27, 2006 - BLUE AND WHITE DAY
Men’s Soccer vs Fairleigh Dickinson University
Great Lawn, 3:00 PM
Artist Luda Lukova - Pollak Theatre, 6:00 PM (Display after in Ice House Gallery)
Diwali
Magill Club, 6:30 PM
Homecoming Pep Rally and Bonfire
University Library, Approx. 7:30 PM
Movie - Lady in the Water
Young Aud., 8:00 PM (Repeat Showing Sunday @ 3:00 PM)
Teddy Thompson Pollak Theatre, 8:00 PM
MU Ice Hawks vs. Penn State - Berks
Wall Sports Arena, 9 PM

SATURDAY OCTOBER 28, 2006
Homecoming Parade
11:00 AM
Football vs. CCSU
Kessler, 12:00 PM
NJ MOVIE PREMIERE - Babel
Pollak Theatre, 7:00 PM
Movie Marathon
Young Aud., 9:00 PM (Repeat Showing Saturday @ 10:00 PM)

SUNDAY OCTOBER 29, 2006
Men’s Soccer vs Sacred Heart University
Great Lawn, 1:00 PM
Football vs. CCSU
Kessler, 12:00 PM
NJ MOVIE PREMIERE - Miami Vice
Pollak Theatre, 9:00 PM (Repeat Showing Sunday @ 1:00 PM)

---

Attention Seniors

SENIOR CLASS
Check your e-mail for important information regarding Senior Class Officer open positions.

SENIOR PICTURES
SIGN UP TODAY! November 6 - 10, 2006. Go online at: www.cwsouryear.com and enter MU’s school code number: 87154 or Call Carl Wolf Studios at: 1-800-687-9327 from 8:30 – 4:30pm. You must be graduating in January, May or August 2007 to get your pictures taken.

The Shadows Yearbook staff is working hard in preparing the 2007 Yearbook. Look for order forms available in January! Questions? E-mail yearbook@monmouth.edu.

Go through SafeZone I and you have the option to receive your SafeZone Sticker… letting everyone know that you are an ally. Help us reduce homophobia and heterosexism on the MU campus one sticker at a time! Limited space is available! Please email hkelly@monmouth.edu to reserve your space today!

---

This Weekend Movie Series
LADY IN THE WATER
Friday, 10/27 @ 8:00 PM & Sunday, 10/29 @ 3:00 PM
MIAMI VICE
Saturday, 10/28 @ 9:00 PM & Sunday, 10/29 @ 1:00 PM
Social Work Teach-In

Teach-In continued from pg. 1 in global statistics, sorrow in reality of the situation, but also hope for change and a better life for the children of the world.

Presentations were varied throughout the day, some taking a theoretical approach and some taking a factual approach, while many combined the two. The speakers put forth great effort in relating the topic to the diverse audience, using personal stories, references to literature or famous scholars, and also opinionated stances on the subject.

The audience proved to be actively involved, receptive, and reactive to the speakers. Discussions took place after almost each presentation. “I think they were good for the increase of awareness,” said guest Lynn Napier.

Though classes, students, and guests came and went throughout the teach-in, each seemed satisfied with the experience. “It was an interesting experience...The presentations gave a good opportunity to open discussion on a variety of subjects,” said sophomore Tara Shirk.

Many professors also participated, reactive to the speakers. Discussions on the subject.

References to literature or famous authors were often combined with the two. The Social Work Department students used the away baseball locker room as a dressing room, while the supporting acts stayed in the Varsity Clubhouse. Boylan Gym’s fitness center acted as the event’s production office.

During The All-American Rejects set, the floor became flooded with cheering students excited to hear the band’s performance. As the headlining band, they played for an extended hour-long set, coming back on stage for an encore playing “Move Along,” the first single of their latest release. “I think it’s awesome that Monmouth finally got a big band to play here,” said sophomore Shannon Connell. “They’re one of my favorite bands.”

“I’ve worked with bands like All-American Rejects before,” said SAB member Dave Roda. “It’s always rewarding to see the crowd’s reaction to bands. Plus, we get a lot of work to get this event going. It’s a good feeling.”

The girls hope to eventually bring fair trade to the Monmouth campus, as other colleges have. “The students did a tremendous job,” said Majesty, a social work graduate. “The first step is to educate,” she added.

The Social Work Department thought the teach-in was a success. “The students had a template from last year’s teach-in,” said Dr. Carol Cleveland, faculty advisor of the teach-in. “The students did a tremendous job.”

While the student turnout may not have been as prominent as hoped for, the message was spread to many students, faculty, and guests.

“I was expecting more [people] involved in the Department. The number of fair trade and social work club members was not as large in the teach-in presenter,” said Harris, coordinator of the Department of Fair Trade. Plans for next year’s teach-in are unclear. According to Reese, thechange is provided.

“Hopefully this show is a stepping stone to other big events here at MU,” commented Schumann. “I would love to see a major concert like this get done once a year. We on SAB are hoping that because we pulled this concert off with the help of so many people, we will be considered by other college-sponsored tours to do another show of this nature.”

MONMOUTH UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT

OPERATION I.D.

WHAT IS OPERATION I.D. IDENTIFICATION?

Operation I.D. is a program of property identification and inventory that works to protect your property. Operation I.D. is a service available to all students, faculty and staff.

Whether your property is lost or stolen—in New Jersey or anywhere in the United States—the Operation I.D. number clearly identifies you as the owner. It works because it takes the profit out of crime and increases the criminal’s risk of being caught. Most burglars sell their stolen goods to a “fence” or other illegal agent. If criminals know that the valuables in your home or residential hall room are marked with the Operation I.D. number, chances are they’ll move on to an easier target.

Engraving your property means it will more likely find its way back to you, should it be lost or stolen. Through the Operation I.D. program, Monmouth University Police and other law-enforcement agencies can return recovered personal property.

MARK THESE POSSESSIONS:

Televisions, Stereo Equipment, Computers, Cameras, Radar Detectors, Bicycles, VCR’s, Personal Anything of value

MONMOUTH UNIVERSITY POLICE DEPARTMENT OPERATION I.D.

Officers will be at the following Residential Halls on the dates and times indicated:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>DATE</th>
<th>TIME</th>
<th>LOCATION</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OCTOBER 16, 2006</td>
<td>8:00pm</td>
<td>Beachwood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00pm</td>
<td>Elmwood</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00pm</td>
<td>Pinewoods</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OCTOBER 23, 2006</td>
<td>8:00pm</td>
<td>Laurel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:00pm</td>
<td>Willow</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9:30pm</td>
<td>Spruce</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10:00pm</td>
<td>Cedar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

After marking your property, photograph and make a list of your valuables and keep a copy of the photo and list in a safe place. If you should subsequently become a victim of theft or burglary you will be able to quickly describe the stolen property from the list. This will be of great help to police in their attempts to recover stolen possessions.

Additionally, officers will respond to any campus location to engrave personal property during the school year. Contact the Monmouth University Police Department at 732-571-3472; leave a message for P.O. Tracy Carretta or P.O. Peter Noble.
Hawks rise up in Moon Township for Key Conference win over Colonials

Boland sets school TD record, defense dominates, in 16-7 victory

CRAIG D’AMICO ASSOCIATE SPORTS EDITOR

As the Monmouth Hawks football season heads into the stretch run, every game becomes crucial for the Hawks’ NEC title hopes. Their first big test was a collision with the first place Robert Morris Colonials last Saturday in Moon Township, PA.

Robert Morris was one of just two unbeaten teams in the North- east Conference, along with Stony Brook, who already hold a head- to-head tiebreaker advantage over the Hawks.

Going in, Monmouth was pre- pared for a defensive battle. The Hawks held on for a 14-6 shutout win over the Colonials last Octo- ber in West Long Branch during Monmouth’s homecoming week- end. In addition, the Blue and White’s defense entered on a roll, with solid back-to-back outings against Sacred Heart and Wagner.

The first quarter was an offensive battle for field position, as punters Sean Dennis for Monmouth and Adam San Miguel for St. Francis (BKN) got the most action. Every drive in the first quarter saw the offensive team pinned inside their own 20 yard line.

Each team managed to get one more first down, but neither could pose much of an attack. The teams went into the locker room at halftime in a score- less tie. At this point, the Hawks defense had pitched a shutout in nine of the last ten quarters of football they had played. Both teams picked up the pace in the second half. The Hawks started their second drive of the third quarter on their own 22 yard line. After a five yard loss on a run by David Sinisi, quarterback Brian Boland converted a crucial 3rd and 15 with an 18 yard completion to wideout Shane Sharply that kept the drive alive.

As the drive continued, the Hawks were once again faced with a third down, this time from their own 37 yard line. Boland found Adam San Miguel for 10 yards to move the chains once more, setting up Monmouth close to midfield. Three plays later, on first and ten from the Colonial 39 yard line, Boland found Adam San Miguel in stride sprinting down the middle of the field for a 39 yard touchdown hookup to break the scoreless tie. It also broke the Monmouth all-time touchdown record.

The defense was led by Matt Hill, who had eleven tackles, a fumble recovery, a forced fumble, and six assisted stops on Saturday. McClintock added a pick, as well, and Chris Reed, Erik Yingstroom, Nick Cwalinski were all big on the tackle, sending Cwalinski onto the af- ternoon. The defense held Robert Morris to just 189 total yards of offense.

Monmouth will look to keep their three game win streak going, as they get set to “Welcome Center” to the lads.” The Hawks will host the 6-2 Central Con- necticut State Blue Devils at Kess- ler Field on Saturday at noon for the annual Homecoming Game. The game will be televised on Fox Sports NY.

Monmouth leads the all-time series with the Colonials, 11-9, including a 9-6 Homecoming win two years ago at Kessler field decided at the gun on a Hawks game-winning field goal. The Blue Devils took last year’s meeting in Connecticut 15-13.

Boland and Hill Earn Northeast Conference Weekly Honors

PRESS RELEASE

Monmouth University seniors Brian Boland and Matt Hill were named Northeast Conference Offensive and Defensive Play- ers of the Week, respectively, last week, officials announced on Monday.

Boland picks up his first weekly honor, in Monmouth rushing and passing in last weekend’s 16-7 win over Robert Morris. Boland moved into first in the record book in career touchdowns passes when he hit Adam San Miguel for a 39-yard scoring strike to put Monmouth up 7-0 in the third quarter. The Brick Memorial product owns the Monmouth records for almost every career quarterback, including total of- fense, passing yards, attempts, completions, and touchdowns. Boland needed just 24 passing yards to become the third player in NEC league his- tory to have 7,000 yards through the air.

Hill, a senior safety, also picks up his first NEC weekly award after having a huge game for the Hawks on Saturday. Hill led the Hawks in tackles for the fourth time this season, with five solo and six assisted stops on Sat- urday. Hill’s interception was the ninth of his career, which is third all-time. He currently leads the Hawks in tackles with 54.
Men Clinch Northeast Conference Tournament Berth

ALEXANDER TRINCALE
SPORTS EDITOR

For the second consecutive season, the Monmouth University men’s soccer team clinched a spot in the Northeast Conference Tournament with a victory over Long Island University and St. Francis (NY).

On Friday, the Hawks blew out LIU 5-0 in Brooklyn. Junior Tom Gray tied a Monmouth record with four assists in the game, and Steve Holloway added two more goals and an assist to his already impressive point total.

The Blue and White opened the scoring in the 30th minute, when Gray sent a pass to Hugh McCormack. “It eased the pressure of a conference road game,” said head coach Rob McCourt. “But Monmouth did not stop there. Gray would collect two more assists, finding Steve Holloway twice on goals that came just 90 seconds apart.

With the victories, the Hawks are now 6-0-1 in the conference and, as of now, puts the Hawks in the driver’s seat for the top seed in the NEC Tournament two years in a row. Many Hawks players are continuing to have great individual seasons. Holloway now has 15 goals on the year, keeping him in the top 10 in Division I and putting him just one off of the Monmouth single-season record held by Mark Wilson, who set the record in 1988. Holloway’s 34 points are a career high and put him just four points behind the single-season record in that category. Gray has 12 assists this season, which puts him second on the list behind only Markku Salminen, who recorded 17 assists in 1989. Additionally, goalkeeper Dan Schenkel has posted nine shutouts this season.

With the victories, the Hawks also guaranteed a spot in the NEC Tournament. Coach McCourt has stated repeatedly that his team’s goal is to win the conference, and not just make it to the post-season.

In order to achieve that goal, Monmouth will have to get past Fairleigh Dickinson University on Friday, October 27th at the Great Lawn. FDU, like Monmouth, is 6-0-1 in conference play. This game will more than likely determine the NEC regular season champion and decide who gets the all-important number one seed in the conference tournament, scheduled to begin on November 3.

Consistent Women Earn Spot in NEC Tournament

The women’s soccer team entered last week’s set of games 10-2-2 and unbeaten in its last nine. The Hawks’ road trip included non-conference foe NJIT on Thursday, October 19 and NEC rival Mount Saint Mary’s on Sunday, October 22. They would improve to 12-2-2 after the week concluded, and remained unbeaten in eleven games.

"It feels great to clinch a spot in the tournament. That was one of our goals from the outset of the season.”

KRIS SY TURNER
Women’s Soccer Head Coach

Against NJIT, the Hawks dominated every aspect of the game. Junior Amy Boyer started the scoring for the Hawks with a long shot from 35 yards out that beat the goalie in the 39th minute.lliana Blackshear then scored just before the half on an unassisted goal, increasing the Monmouth lead to 2-0 at intermission. In the second half, the Hawks added one more goal making it 3-0, as freshman Danielle Rosano scored on a penalty kick in the 78th minute. The numbers really told the entire story, with Monmouth outshooting the 1-12 Highlanders 19-1 in the match. Hawks goalkeeper Katie Buffa had to make just one save to earn her third shutout in a row.

Monmouth then headed south to take on Mount Saint Mary’s, with the Hawks looking to tighten their stranglehold on the top spot in the NEC. The match only had one goal, coming in the 31st minute as Hawks freshman sensation Andrea Lopez dribbled through two Mount defenders and beat the goalie to the back of the net. That was all that Monmouth needed to register the 1-0 victory. The goal was Lopez’s league-leading ninth of the year and upped her point total to 28. Buffa made five saves and tallied her seventh shutout of the year and fourth shutout in as many games. Monmouth also held the advantage in shots on goal 13-9.

Monmouth now is 12-2-2 overall and 6-0-1 in the conference. The win on Sunday helped Monmouth clinch a spot in the NEC tournament and, as of now, puts the Hawks in the driver’s seat for the top seed in the tournament. ‘It feels great to clinch a spot in the tournament,” said head coach Krisy Turner. ‘That was one of our goals from the outset of the season.’

The Hawks return to action on October 27, when they travel to Brooklyn to take on LIU.

Outlook’s Weekly NFL Picks - Week 8

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Away</th>
<th>Home</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Atlanta Falcons</td>
<td>Cincinnati Bengals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York Jets</td>
<td>Cleveland Browns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baltimore Ravens</td>
<td>New Orleans Saints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jacksonville Jaguars</td>
<td>Philadelphia Eagles</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tampa Bay Buccaneers</td>
<td>New York Giants</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle Seahawks</td>
<td>Kansas City Chiefs</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Denver Broncos</td>
<td>Indianapolis Colts</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Carolina Panthers</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Away**

Alex (6-2 Last Wk) (37-19 Overall)

Craig (4-4 Last Wk) (33-23 Overall)

Jacqueline (5-3 Last Wk) (34-22 Overall)

Lisa (6-2 Last Wk) (35-21 Overall)

Sam and JTT (3-5 Last Wk) (24-32 Overall)

Wes (4-4 Last Wk) (34-22 Overall)
“Our team has a great opportunity for one of our best finishes in school history.”

JOE COMPAGNI
Cross Country Head Coach

Monmouth Coach Joe Compagni knows that both the men and women can be major factors in this week’s race.

“The front of the race will look a lot different than it has in recent years, with a lot of new faces battling for All-Conference (top 14 finishers) honors,” said Compagni. “Our team has a great opportunity for one of our best finishes in school history.”

Monmouth's men and women teams are looking to improve on their remaining games and get additional help from within the Northeast Conference, behind Lock Haven. Neither team scored in the second half, sending the game into overtime. Lafayette's Maggie Condon scored in the extra frame, giving the Leopards the victory. Chelsea Farley made 12 saves in goal for the Hawks.

However, instead of October 27th, Monmouth had to settle for one of our best finishes in school history. The Hawks beat the Hawks in overtime 2-1 on Wednesday in Easton, PA. The Hawks did not go down without a fight. Monmouth’s only goal came when freshman Kelly Squires took a feed from Bridget Greene and tied up the game just before intermission. Neither team scored in the second half, sending the game into overtime. Lafayette’s Maggie Condon scored in the extra frame, giving the Leopards the victory. Chelsea Farley made 12 saves in goal for the Hawks.

On Friday, Monmouth lost to Rider 4-0. The Hawks were outshot by Rider 22-7 during the game, as Farley made 13 saves. Monmouth’s only offensive spark came from Molly Pastarcia and Crist, who each registered two shots on goal. With the losses, the Hawks fell to 3-3 in the Northeast Conference, and 5-11 overall.

The Hawks are in fifth place in the conference, behind Lock Haven, Quinnipiac, Sacred Heart, and Rider.

The Hawks finish their regular season schedule with a pair of road games. On Friday, October 27th, they travel to co-NEC leader Lock Haven. Two days later, they travel to Rider to meet St. Francis. If coach Monica Morgan-Levy’s squad wants to make it to the post-season, they will have win both of their remaining games and get additional help from within the Northeast Conference.
A Clinching Pair

The Monmouth University Men's and Women's soccer teams both clinched spots in the NEC Tournament. The tournament begins on November 3rd. *Story on Page 22*